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Your Personality Style Is:

DRIVER ANALYSER
Driver Analysers are adventurers, strong willed, well-organised... but before you discover all the great things about yourself and the
careers you’d be fantastic at - here’s some information about the different personality styles. It will help you understand why you’re a Driver
Analyser and why your best friend could be something else.

The Four Personality Styles

MyCareerMatch uses four style identifiers, (D) DRIVER, (P) PROMOTER, (S) SUPPORTER and (A) ANALYSER.
When blended together in varying percentages, these four personality styles make us who we are. There’s no right or wrong style and one style
is not better than another. What’s important is what you do with your talents, your skills, your education and how you get along with others.

Driver

Drivers are Adventurers
Strong willed and practical.
They like action and results.
Drivers want to lead, be the
boss and win every challenge.

Promoter

Promoters are Socialisers
Outgoing, fun and charming.
They are great communicators
who inspire others with their
imagination.

Supporter

Supporters are Helpers
Kind, dependable and practical.
They are easy to get along with
and enjoy helping people.

Analyser

Analysers are Thinkers
Great with facts and numbers.
They are well-organised, strive
for accuracy and like to pay
attention to details.

Understanding Your
Personality Graph

This graph indicates how strongly each style influences your
personality. The highest is your Dominant style. This is the one
that governs how you behave most of the time. The second highest
is your Backup style. It’s like your co-pilot and kicks in when there’s
a need for balance and sound decision making. When styles are of
equal percentage the order to determine your style is D, P, S then A.
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One of the most rewarding
journeys you’ll take in life is the
path of self-discovery. Understanding who you are and what you’re good
at - will help you achieve a happy and
successful life. Enjoy the journey.

The personality section has content about
you to use in your resume, personal
statement or other applications where
you are asked to write about yourself.
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Your Driver Analyser Style

Driver Analysers are determined people who have great confidence. They are not easily side-tracked,
and they can’t be pushed into doing something they don’t want to do. This can make you seem stubborn. You say exactly what you think, and sometimes this upsets people, but you don’t really care.
You are a straight forward person and, once you set your mind on something, you just go after it. And you stick with it until you become an
expert. You are great at solving problems because you carefully consider your options. You feel that you can take care of things all on your
own if you have to, and you are confident when making decisions. You have no problem taking charge, and you are not afraid to tackle new
situations. You are willing to take risks and give something new a try but you always consider alternatives first. You love a challenge, and
you expect to be the winner. You don’t get too emotional; you prefer to deal with facts and numbers than with people.You are a creative
thinker and something of an inventor and entrepreneur.
Your talent to think things through helps drive your adventurous spirit : )

Words That Describe You

Inventive Creative Demanding Thinking Ahead Forceful Quiet
Thoughtful Logical Active Results-Oriented Straight forward
Independent Perfectionist

Things You Like

• Introduce new ideas
• Make things happen
• Prove that you can do things
• Be valued for your achievements
• Be responsible and in charge

What You’re Good At

• Solving problems
• Focusing on goals
• Getting results
• Being a leader
• Thinking logically

What We Admire About You

• You are a determined person
• You have confidence in yourself
• You are able to do different jobs
• You make smart decisions
• You know what you want and go after it
• You get results
• You like things to be organised
• You do things in a logical way
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How You Make A Difference
Setting High
Standards

Your natural instincts to win mean that you
set high standards for yourself and others.
You make a difference by encouraging
others to be the best they can be and
not to expect anything less than success.
You respect loyalty and hard work.

Solving Problems

You are a natural and gifted problem
solver. You make a difference by being
able to get to the core of a problem and
provide solutions that work. You see
the problem as a challenge rather than
a setback, and this gives you the clarity
to see through it.

Being A Creative
Thinker

You make a difference by being a
visionary, a “future oriented” person
who doesn’t look back. You are good
at developing plans, schemes and
concepts, sometimes the bigger the
better. Nothing is impossible. You use
a logical approach to design and
innovation.

Seeing The Big
Picture

You prefer to work with the big picture,
the big idea, rather than get into details.
You make a difference by your sensible
approach to see how things connect.
You see how everything relates and
where problems may arise. This is what
makes a great entrepreneur!
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...And More!
Taking Charge

Your leadership skills compel you to take
charge and be in control. You make a difference when it’s needed to solve a problem
because you are willing to back yourself.
Your self-confidence and leadership
qualities encourage others to follow and
support you.

Respecting Rules

You respect authority and are willing to
use your authority with a sense of fairness.
You understand that rules are meant to be
followed because they create order and
a method by which things get done. You
make a difference by sticking to
procedures and systems

Accepting
Challenges

You enjoy a challenge that uses your ability
to think outside the box, be innovative
and take action. You make a difference by
encouraging others to get on with it, take
calculated risks and challenge
themselves.

Meeting
Deadlines

You are realistic and strive for results
such as getting things done on time, or
saving money or figuring out how to be
more productive. You want to see tasks
completed efficiently. You make a
difference by ensuring that things are
done correctly and deadlines are met.
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Driver Analyser

Self-Improvement Tips : )

1. You can’t always do it your way
2. What you say is as important as what you do
3. Slow down, relax and don’t rush
4. Be patient with people you don’t agree with.
5. Others have great ideas so listen to what they have to say
6. Respect everyone, be polite and don’t trash
7. Be prepared to change your mind when a better idea or suggestion is made
8. Be big enough to apologise and say sorry
9. Compliment others, say nice things and mean it!
10. Give control to others and trust them

Your Strength Can Also Be Your Weakness

You’ve figured out that some people are like you and others are not. People are different. This doesn’t
make them better or worse than you, just different. Some people like action movies and others like
comedy. Personal preferences determine your choice of music, clothes, hairstyle and friends.
How well you get along with others is a major factor in how successful you will be in your job and in the relationship you have with friends,
partners, parents and teachers.
We each have personality behaviours that make us good at what we do but there are also behaviours that can make us look bad, annoy other
people or get us into trouble.
As a Driver personality you enjoy activity, challenges, competition and you like to be in charge. You are strong willed, determined, practical and
decisive. These are great strengths to have. But your strengths can become your weakness if you over use them. For example; you are courageous
but this can lead to being reckless, you are results oriented and this can lead to you being pushy and because you are a confident person people
sometimes see this as being too cocky, and since you are direct and tell it as it is, you can be seen to be rude. Generally the Driver weaknesses are
getting angry to quickly, wanting to be the boss all the time, not caring about others and being impatient.
People will always admire and want the things that make you a Driver but be aware that there’s an opposite side to your personality style that can
annoy others.
For you to succeed and have a rewarding career you must use your strengths to develop skills that will help you to achieve your goals and dreams.
Try to focus on the areas you are best at, most passionate about, and where your strengths allow you to perform at your highest level.
That is how top achievers become successful in their careers and in life.
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Now you know how awesome your
natural strengths and talents are it’s time to match your personality style
to careers you would love!
To learn more about each industry in your
Top5 ’CLICK PICS’. All 3rd party sites are
safe - so enjoy : )
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CLICK ‘PIC’ to learn more!

Careers

You are good at creating order and using logic to build things
step-by-step; your task-oriented approach makes you ideal
for specialist careers. Your high standards and organisation
skills are perfect for career in the following sectors where you
could easily take on a leadership role. Your strong leadership skills
make you well suited to the world of business and the professions.
You have confidence and determination to be successful in any
career you choose.

Your Ideal Job Environment
Drivers Analysers are best where they:
Are in charge and in control
Are rewarded for performance
Manage people
Make the decisions
Use your creative and problem solving skills

Your Work Related Strengths
Working on specific projects
Making sense of information
Telling the difference between facts and opinion
Being able to work alone and with people you respect
Staying calm and cool under pressure
Knowing what needs to be done
Working with equipment and machinery
Being able to change direction quickly
Applying practical solutions to problems

Nathan Chanesman
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Art, Architecture
& Design

Click to view Hertfordshire University Courses
Architecture is the design, planning and construction of new
buildings. This course combines art, philosophy, technology
and ecology with an experimental approach to solve problems
connected to the places where we live, work and relax.
Design Crafts is a multi-disciplinary crafts course where you
design and make objects using both traditional and emerging
technologies. Experiment with a variety of materials such as hot
glass, textiles, plaster, paper, glass, clay, fine metals, plastics,
resin, foam and wood.
Fashion and Fashion Business. Ideal for students who are both
creative and analytical, who want to learn about the business of
fashion and who still have a desire to design and make, but
ultimately want a fashion business-centric career.
Graphic Design and Illustrations. Our aim is to develop creative
thinkers and visual communicators who aren’t confined by the
conventional boundaries of the industry. We encourage you to
think imaginatively to develop engaging and purposeful ideas,
and to execute them beautifully.
Interior Architecture and Design. This course specialises in the
design and production of immersive, innovative and surprising
interior spaces. There’s great emphasis on the understanding
and use of materials as you explore surface design and
detailing.
Product and Industrial Design. Provides an opportunity to
experience and develop the skills and processes involved in
product and industrial design. Approaches are centred around
consumer goods, where issues covering everyday products are
developed and explored.
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Steve Jobs
1955-2011
Apple : )

“The people who
are crazy enough
to think they can
change the world
are the ones
who do”

2

Business

& Management

Whether you’re dreaming of becoming the next Steve Jobs,
consulting for Nike or managing a team at Ferrari... it’s in your
DNA to succeed. Your high energy, confident, risk-taking attitude
is finely tuned to a fast moving career in business. Sounds like
you’re half way there to achieve great things.

3

Education

& Training

Education is one of the most rewarding career fields. Whether
you’re interested in working as a principal or special education
teacher, a college professor or technical trainer, you’ll be in great
company because, “Education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world”, Nelson Mandela.

Top Jobs For You In Education

Top Jobs For You In Business
Business

Management
Consultant

Apprenticeship

Business

Office

Manager

Career

Counsellor

Teacher

Compliance

Operations
Manager

Early Childhood

Tutor

Manager

Product

Language

University

Manager

Project

Librarian

Vocational Skills

Finance

Risk

Primary School

Sport, Fitness, Exercise

Human Resources

Sales

Information

Supply Chain

Analyst

Manager
Manager

Data

Analyst

Entrepreneur

Manager
Manager

Technology Manager

Manager

School

Trainer

Principal

Second School

Teacher

Lecturer

Teacher

Trainer

Teacher

Trainer, Coach, Manager

Manager
Manager

Click to view Hertfordshire University Courses
Education

Click to view Hertfordshire University Courses
Strategic Management
International Business

Life and Medical Sciences
Sport, Health and Exercise

Business Administration
Human Resource Management

Nathan Chanesman
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CLICK ‘PIC’ to learn more!
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Financial
Services

From personal to corporate - finance careers power the world.
Finance professionals must demonstrate everything from a razor-sharp analytical mind to understanding cutting-edge technology. If you’ve got your heart set on finance - it can be personally
rewarding, since you’re helping people live better lives.

5

Medicine
& Health

Today, tremendous opportunities for career success and
advancement exist within the health care industry. Healthcare
professionals are in demand and the need for qualified professionals won’t be slowing down anytime soon. Use your skills and
personal attributes to make a real difference in the lives of others.

Top Jobs For You In Medicine & Health

Top Jobs For You In Finance
Accountant

Financial

Anesthetist

Nuclear Medicine

Actuary

Hedge Fund

Biomedical

Optometrist

Insurance

Cardiovascular

Pathologist

Commercial
Banker

Planner

Manager
Manager

Technologist

Engineer

Specialist

Manager

Banker

Investment

Chiropractor

Pediatrician

Credit

Mortgage

Dentist

Pharmacist

Economist

Stockbroker

Genetics & Genomics

Psychiatrist

Financial

Venture Capital

GP Doctor

Psychologist

Medical Laboratory

Registered

Neurologist

Surgeon

Corporate Finance

Analyst

Analyst

Broker

Adviser

Click to view Hertfordshire University Courses
Accounting

Researcher

Technician

Nurse

Finance

Click to view Hertfordshire University Courses
Life and Medical Sciences
Health & Social Work
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Career Personality Map
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How To Interpret Your Career Personality Map
The Map is divided into the four MyCareerMatch styles, DRIVER | PROMOTER | SUPPORTER | ANALYSER and combinations of each style
(DA, DP, DS etc.). Your style is shown as ‘YOU ARE HERE”. The outer circle represents what you focus on and how you approach life. Drivers
and Analysers focus on facts and figures, Promoters and Supporters focus on people and relationships. The middle circle represents what’s
important to you - for Drivers it’s results for Promoters it’s enthusiasm for Supporters it’s sincerity and for Analysers, quality. The inner circle
shows examples of careers that match your strengths.
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Future Jobs

Preparing Students For Jobs That Don’t Exist Yet

We want to share with you the current thinking on jobs of the future and skills that will
be in demand in the next 20 years. Whilst we can’t tell you what these jobs are or which ones
will disappear, we can look at the trends and see the direction
of employment and career opportunity.
One of the easiest ways to begin thinking about future careers
is to focus on what may be a problem in the future and invent
a job that will solve it. For example, if cars are to be autonomous
(drive themselves) we will need the services of Smart Car Interior
Designers who redesign what the inside of these cars will look like.
Those educated are more likely to find jobs and secure employment than those that are not. However, education is not a guarantee to a job. Employment and education are linked and having in
demand qualifications means secure employment.
New technologies will make some occupations redundant. Automation, robotics and artificial intelligence will impact on existing
jobs but many new jobs will be created using these technologies.
The rise of new disruptive technologies will occur quickly and
there’s a shortage of people with the skills to manage and transition to new products and services.

Not all jobs will disappear. Just as not all jobs disappeared when
computers were introduced. Today computers help people do a
better job; so, automation and robotics will help you do a better
job in the future.
Of the non-technology jobs, occupations such as Aged & Child
Care, Education, Training, Sales, Construction & Trades, Business
and Personal Services will grow. Those studying science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) will find more jobs
require this knowledge and expertise. Almost all jobs will require
you to be digitally smart and expect you to know more than just
the basics.
Not all jobs require a University degree so consider your options
in vocational, apprenticeship and skills training. Most countries
have a shortage of skilled labour so there is opportunity for
employment.

6 Trends Shaping Our Future

Population
Population is getting older: Biotechnology,
genome research and medical science
technologies are helping people live better
quality lives, curing many diseases.

Big Data
Business collects more data about us analysing
what we buy, eat,wear, listen, watch, play, read
and like.

Nathan Chanesman
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Ai
Rise of smart machines and systems: Artificial
Intelligence (AI) Robots, Autonomous Vehicles
and Drones will create new jobs and new
materials.

Global Trade
Being able to buy and sell anywhere at
any time has more people doing business
internationally and purchasing online.

Devices
Smart Portable Devices with powerful
processors: Computers will disappear and be
replaced by mobile devices. This will require
new media and communication tools, apps
and data analytics.

Internet
Connecting us to a network of physical
devices, vehicles, home appliances and other
items embedded with electronics, software,
sensors, actuators, and network connectivity.
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Get Ready To Have One Exciting Career If You Study
STEM. There’s a huge variety of awesome career paths open to you
with a qualification in either Science, Technology, Engineering or
Maths + STEM based skills are in demand in the job market.

Health

From hospitals and
healthcare professionals
caring for patients, to
inventing new high tech
life-saving equipment to
pharmaceutical companies researching new
medicines.

Entertainment

From the design of video
games, to special effects for
films, to sound engineering
for the music industry.

Energy &
Environment

From inventing new
technologies to reduce
carbon emissions, to
developing new energy
sources such as wind,
waves and sun, to protecting rare species
of animals.

Aerospace &
Transport

Construction

From architecture and
design, to civil engineering of everything from
bridges, railways and
roads, to homes and
parks and constructing
buildings to planning
towns.

From making travel
easier for people whether
on the roads, rail or in the
air, through to helping
goods be transported
around the world for
trade and humanitarian
relief.

Sport &
Fashion

Information &
Technology
From the technology
used in our mobile
phones, to software
designs which give us
access to the internet,
to managing international communications
networks.

Nathan Chanesman
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Food &
Agriculture

From inventing new
high performance sports
equipment, to physiotherapy for athletes, from
new textiles to computer
aided design of new
fashion ranges.

From developing new
high yielding plant varieties to feeding more
people around the world,
to cooking up new recipes for supermarkets,
to farming the land.
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Be the someone
who becomes
something
The University of Hertfordshire is the UK's leading
business-facing university. It is innovative and
enterprising and challenges individuals and
organisations to excel.

Come and visit us: go.herts.ac.uk/opendays
+44 (0)1707 284800
ask@herts.ac.uk

@UniofHerts
herts.ac.uk

fb.com/uniofherts
youtube.com/uniofhertfordshire

